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Preparation is key. My goal is to help as many contestants prepare as possible for EOY, FI.  Of course, there is not a “secret” formula to any catego-
ry. But, I can share what I did, what I learned and my perspective - and hopefully that helps you in your process.  A wise pageant queen once told 
me that your competition is with “yourself” - go into the pageant contest giving your best, most diverse, quality winning package. Don’t worry 
about what others are doing - focus on YOU. 

How do I prepare for the CREATIVE EVENING WEAR CATEGORY?
Total of 50 points possible per judge.

BASICS: Creative evening wear may be any color or style, and should display creativity, imagination and individuality for the contestant. Judges 
are judging the proper display of the look and the totality of the look of the evening wear from head to toe. No prop set up time allowed. No 
costume. Free form modeling.  More criteria is online at EOY.net to review.

Creativity is something personal. All art is subjective to what is creative, what is not, what they like and what they don’t like.  It is one of the chal-
lenges in thinking through your Creative Evening Wear, especially because some creative concepts can appear to be costumes on stage. I never 
wanted to hear that — but it is reality.

Remember that creative evening wear does not need to be a gown either.  This category is meant to be open to express yourself - but I urge 
contestants to look at the point breakdown. The 50 points is broken down in the following areas: Presentation, Poise, Hair & Make up (5 points), 
Fit & Coordination (5 points), General Appearance (20 points) and Creativity (20 points). This category does not carry over to final night, so you 
can choose to present a different creative evening wear on final night. 

My advice is to choose evening wear with a creative stylistic touch and/or present it in a creative manner. Be creative and choose something you 
love.  Be sure it does not read as a costume. Most importantly, keep in mind that 20 points is allotted to the “creativity” score.  Get those points 
and then move on.  Think about the other 30 remaining points - the totality of the look, makeup, hair, fit of evening wear and modeling. 

Don’t forget to  look at what Creative Evening Wear has won in the past five years.  Compare that to the breakdown of points and then plan yours 
accordingly.

Please Note: The purpose of these preparation tips are to offer perspective from Buff Faye, the current National Titleholder of Entertainer of the 
Year, FI.  Read over the website and the contestant packet for all categories, pageant rules and regulations when available online at EOY.net. 
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